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SKU Designation RGA French Law Caliber Barrel (cm) Length (cm) Weight (g) Twist Colors

XDDM371A
DANIEL DEFENSE PDW

CAL 300BLK 7' 
BM778 A .300 BLK  17  52  2500  1:7  Black  

RESERVED FOR ADMINISTRATIONS
DANIEL DEFENSE is one of the most popular AR15 brands in the world.

It is recognized for the quality, precision, finish and durability of its weapons.

The PDW is particularly suitable for units looking for a compact and discreet support weapon, which can be
easily concealed, particularly during close protection missions.

Its 300 AAC caliber (7.62x35 mm) offers significant velocity at short and medium distances.

Its lightness and small size make it easy to handle and responsive in cramped conditions.

Its MAXIM DEFENSE CQB stock offers both great compactness when folded and once deployed, allows
safe and effective shouldering of the weapon for obvious aiming. Its Buffer allows you to adapt to silent or
non-silenced shots.

The PDW has an anti-blast compensator at the muzzle of its gun which directs the gases from the shot
forward. It allows, when shooting from inside a vehicle or in a closed environment, to avoid destabilizing a
neighboring shooter by the blast of the shots.

 

RESERVED FOR ADMINISTRATIONS
 

LOWER: Made to MILSPEC standards, machined from 7075-T6 aircraft alloy with black anodized coating,
ambidextrous fire selector, and QD rear sling mount

UPPER: To MILSPEC standards, it is machined in aeronautical alloy 7075-T6 with black anodizing coating,
locking aid and ambidextrous cocking lever

BARREL: Cold-hammered and chrome-plated "S2W" profile, the 7'' barrel has a 1:7 rifling pitch and a
phosphate coating.
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GAS LOAD SYSTEM: "Pistol" type, "Low Profile" type gas borrow block in hardened steel, and operation
by direct gas borrowing

HEAD GROUP: "M16" profile with internal chrome plating

HANDGUARD: 6'' MFR Xl with M-LOK mounting system in 6061-T6 aluminum and black anodization.

STOCK: MAXIM DEFENSE CQB Gen 7

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


